religious festivals. Although each devotional culture evidences unique body/object relationships and meanings, in general animated ritual objects encouraged lay participation in the celebration of saints and the Passion by engaging the senses, and, consequently, an emotional sense of God. I investigate the ritual alliances between late medieval Christian devotees and moveable, prop-like saints and, in particular, the performative meanings that arose from encounters with technologies of the sacred.
In medieval studies, analyses of moveable objects as instruments of performance, functionality, and technology have only just begun. 3 By engaging in an object-oriented inquiry, I hope to bridge two disciplines, arguing that medieval automata were techno-mythological things: productive, symbiotic interminglings of mechanical processes and holiness. Theatrical technology enhanced the sense of sacred presence for medieval worshippers without collapsing beneath the pressure of iconoclastic doubt (skepticism arising from doctrinal encroachments on sacred materiality). While I agree that medieval animated saints effuse differences that are incommensurable with modern anthropomorphic objects from the theatre (Stelarc's cyborgs or Peter Schumann's puppets, for instance), I believe that employing both contemporary object-oriented theory and late medieval comprehension of objects and things produces a fuller understanding of medieval sacred puppets and their witnesses.
Shaped by an Aristotelian natural philosophy, medieval technomythological objects existed and acted within polymorphous fields of materiality. In the next section, I discuss how medieval metaphysics inflects contemporary concepts like objects, things, and materiality with historical particularity. I then place a unique mechanized object-La Virgen de los Reyes-in the context of the political and religious dynamics of the court of King Alfonso X (1221-1284). In the final section, I tease out performative meanings found among contradictions between faith and doctrine, and idiosyncrasies of sense and reason. In this way we may be able to shed our own metaphysical predispositions in apprehending pre-Cartesian things, and acknowledge what early modernist Jonathan Gil Harris calls the "polychronic multiplicity" of objects that suggest affinities across temporal divides (4).
Medieval presence and materiality
A principal controversy, or engagement, in the field of medieval object ontology-one that benefits from the insights of performance studiesconcerns the tensions, relationships, and contradictions between and
